RIIFF 2004 SCHEDULE & VENUES
Please note that this schedule is subject to change without notice due to formatting issues, print availability, etc. We will be updating this on a constant basis prior to going to print for the 2004 program book. Title descriptives will be added shortly.

How to read: Short films always precede the feature film. The last film cited within each time slot is usually the feature

Tuesday August 10th
COLUMBUS THEATRE
7:00 pm
Saluting the Art of the Short Film
GALA OPENING NIGHT
How to Become a Hollywood Player in Ten Minutes
Ola’s Box of Clovers
Keys of Life
How to Know when a Relationship is Over
Silent Years
News for the Church
Ngay Gio (The Anniversary)

Wednesday August 11th
COLUMBUS THEATRE
1:00 pm
Late Bloomer
American Dancer

3:15 pm
Hearts as One
One Way Ticket
Green Fields

5:30 pm
Sister Rose’s Passion
The Letter

7:15 pm
Duel
Chamaco (Kid)
War

9:30 pm
Brightness
Transport
In the Land of Milk and Money
COLUMBUS CINEMATHÈQUE
10:00 am
KidsEye™ International Film Festival Program
Seven’s Eleven
“Agent Emes” - episode 1 - The Fish Head
"Agent Emes" - episode 2 - Rabbi-napped
Before Z

1:15 pm
Artists: In Their Own Words Program
Thunder Lannyang
Frenetic Engineering
Uta Hagen – In her Own Words
Shadow Pleasures

3:20 pm
Excellence in Extended Shorts Program
Kafarnaum
Nellie
Xai Xai: Voice of our Ancestors
Prayers from Kawthoolei
A Kiss on the Nose

5:40 pm
My Brother’s Wedding
Nightowls in Coventry

7:30 pm
The Hitchhiker
Fogbound

9:45 pm
Windfall
Running on Air
Changing of the Guard
The Perfect Party

PAWTUCKET VISITOR’S CENTER
8:00 pm
A. Lincoln – A Life Embellished
Parallel Lines

TAZZA CAFFE & LOUNGE
9:00 pm
Goethe Institut-Boston
VISUAL ARTS RETROSPECTIVE
Thursday August 12th
COLUMBUS THEATRE

11:00
Mystic Voices: The Story of the Pequot War

1:15 pm
Paper Roses
1+10
The Martyr
In Vienna

3:30 pm
Redemption
A Pena do Pana
Noise

5:45 pm
East Coast Greenway
Small Ball

7:15
Loving the In-laws
Burning the Bed
Garden State

9:30 pm
Focus
Scallop Pond

COLUMBUS CINEMATHÈQUE
10:00 am
KidsEye™ International Film Festival Program
World of Weird
Alphabet Pam
Alphabet Zelda
Elementary Blues
Love Tricycle
Nine Times Eight
Silent Night
The M Word

12:30 pm
Unspoken
Leaving Baghdad
Crucible of War
Finding Dzhulynka

2:30 pm
Tea Time
Casanova at 50
Developing Sheldon

5:00 pm
The Male Nude
Jam
Open Secrets

7:00 pm
Judgment Call
Directing Rye
Easy Six

9:15 pm
Triptych
Chinese Dream
After the Apocalypse

PROVIDENCE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
1:00 pm
Hip Hot And Short Program
Particle Valentine
Verite Nue
456 Downtown
Chicken Party
Nail Polish
Valentine Man
The Corset
Emerge
Waiting for Maggio
Wet Fur
Tyrone Jones
The Trial of Jack

3:15 pm
Isolation
Access Nation

5:30 pm
Joey
Wrecker
Space Available
The Watershed
8:00 pm
Wall / Paper
X, Y

THE WOONSOCKET MUSEUM OF WORK AND CULTURE
7:00 pm
Entertaining Vietnam
The Friendship Village

PAWTUCKET VISITOR’S CENTER
7:30 pm
Germany and the Secret Genocide

COURTHOUSE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
8:00 pm
Diary of an Ordinary Man
Room 18
Long Shadows: Stories from a Jewish Home

Friday August 13th
COLUMBUS THEATRE
1:00 pm
Zamboni Man
All about You

3:30 pm
Wildflowers
Frisson D’Ete
A Problem with Fear

7:00 pm
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD PRESENTATION AND SCREENING
Zen Noir

9:00 pm
Date
Tongue Bully
Love Sex and Eating the Bones

11:30 pm
RI HORROR FESTIVAL PREVIEW
Replacing Delphine
London Voodoo

COLUMBUS CINEMATHÈQUE
10:00 am
KidsEye™ International Film Festival Program
Rock Opera
Magnetism
Monkey and the Bananas
Natalie and Leonard
Roland’s Trouble
Room to Grow
Oola Oop Diner
Islet

1:15 pm
Dysenchanted
Bananas
Moving Malcolm

3:30 pm
Adventures of Supernigger
Catching Kringle
Burning Annie

5:40 pm
Homecoming
Aging Out

7:30 pm
People Like Us

9:45 pm
Touched
Different
Eating Out

TAZZA CAFFE & LOUNGE
7:00 pm
Animation with an Edge Program
Andy
Emerge
Flyaway
Freeline
Oola Oop Diner
Overpass
Suddenly It Rained
Blue
Legends from Camp
Utily Shells

PROVIDENCE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
12:00 pm
Underground – Letter from an Immigrant
Rex Patriates

2:00 pm
Gay Pioneers
The Other Side of AIDS

4:00 pm
Fisherchicks
Filaments
Eve’s Dropping In
Neil and the Nun
Farm Family

6:30 pm
Dwelling
Pulling

8:45 pm
Daddy’s Boy
The Pursuit of Pleasure

WESTERLY REVIVAL HOUSE CINEMA
2:00 pm
Spotters
King of the Tango
Containment – Life After Three Mile Island

5:00 pm
Clean

NEWPORT REDWOOD LIBRARY
7:00 pm
The Old Man and the Studio
Real Estate
Here’s Saucy!

COURTHOUSE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
8:00 pm
Headache
Space Theatre
Refuge

Saturday August 14th
COLUMBUS THEATRE
12:00 NOON
Distance from the Sun
Tackle Box
Indian Cowboy

2:00 pm
Miracle Mile
Words of my Perfect Teacher

4:30 pm
Seventy-Seven Below
LA Twister

7:30 pm
Sara Goes to Lunch
American Reunion

9:45 pm
Rockfish
Potosi Road
Mix

11:30 pm
Later Than You Think Program
Gay by Dawn
Sirens of the 23rd Century

COLUMBUS CINEMATHÈQUE
11:00 am
Hip Hot And Short Program
Charlie 2.0
Gardening Tips for Housewives
Only You Can Be Me
What Grown-Ups Know
Lonely Place
The Car

1:00 pm
A Perfect Meeting (un pur hazard)
Photo Finish

3:15 pm
Deluge
Not Too Much remember
The Fourth World War

5:20 pm
Genesis 3:19
Mulher Policia
7:30 pm
Oedipus
Rex Steele: Nazi Smasher
American Beer

9:45 pm
Dear Sweet Emma
Pretty Dead Girl
Playhouse

11:30 pm
**Ri Horror Festival Preview**
Feature TBA

**TAZZA CAFFE & LOUNGE**
**Waterfire Art Festival And Block Party**
7:00 pm and throughout the evening
**Hip Hot & Short Program**
Particle Valentine
Verite Nue
456 Downtown
Chicken Party
Nail Polish
Valentine Man
The Corset
Emerge
Waiting for Maggio
Wet Fur
Tyrone Jones
The Trial of Jack

**PROVIDENCE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE**
12:00 NOON
The Timekeeper
Mystic Voices

2:15 pm
Girlspree
Adventures in Homeschooling
What’s so Funny

4:30 pm
Aeroplane Man
Family Portrait
Move

6:20 pm
Gyppo
The Party Heads

8:30 pm
**Animation with an Edge Program**
Andy
Emerge
Flyaway
Freeline
Oola Oop Diner
Overpass
Suddenly It Rained
Blue
Utily Shells
Dear Sweet Emma
Unspoken

**UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND/FEINSTEIN CAMPUS**
12:30 pm
The Goldfish
Maybe Logic – Lives and Ideas

2:15 pm
Hunter’s Quandry
Flight from Death

4:00 pm
Mojave Green
Viscomi Non Fiction

6:00 pm
Ugly
A Day in the Light
Hummingbird

8:00 pm
Daniel’s Spark
Plagues and Pleasures

**WOONSOCKET MUSEUM OF WORK AND CULTURE**
2:00 pm
**Jubilé Franco Americain Salute**
Prise D’eux
Painter of the Land
Spirafilms Retrospective
WOONSOCKET STADIUM THEATRE FOUNDATION
7:00 pm
Belle
Iota
Feature TBA

NEWPORT REDWOOD LIBRARY
10:00 am
KidsEye™ International Film Festival Program Redux
Before Z
Alphabet Pam
Alphabet Zelda
Silent Night
World of Weird
Elementary Blues
Love Tricycle
Nine Times Eight
The M Word
Seven’s Eleven

COURTHOUSE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
8:00 pm
All Shorts Program
SAVIOR
ZEKE
CONVERSATIONS
OASIS 9

Sunday August 15th
COLUMBUS THEATRE
12:00 pm
I’m Your Man
Happily, Even After

2:00 pm
The First Three Lives of Stuart Hornsley
The Z - Channel

4:30 pm
Waking Dreams
America Brown

COLUMBUS CINEMATHÈQUE
11:00 am
Excellence in Extended Shorts Program
Downpour Resurfacing
Childless by Choice
Father's Day
Leaving Hope
White Like Me

1:00 pm
Inseparable Bonds
Vinz=NT

3:00 pm
Hip Hot & Short Program
Seeing Iris
Interference
Frames
Earl and Puppy
arbor vitae
Infamy
Love Life

5:00 pm
Alois Brunner: The Last Nazi
Nicolas Winton, the Power of Good

PROVIDENCE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
12:00 NOON
Goldigger's Rush
Citizen Shane

2:00 pm
The Slainesville Boys
The Hot 8
So Glad I Made It

4:00 pm
My Brother Nathaniel
People Say I'm Crazy

6:00 pm
Granted
Detention
Space Theatre
Talking to the Wall

WOONSOCKET MUSEUM OF WORK AND CULTURE
2:30 pm
Fish Burglars
Small Ball
AS220
6:00 pm
Human Shield
Uncovered – the Whole Truth about Iraq

PAWTUCKET VISITOR’S CENTER
2:30 pm
Sam Bak
First Israeli in Space

WESTERLY REVIVAL HOUSE CINEMA
2:00 pm
Spotters
King of the Tango
Containment – Life After Three Mile Island

5:00 pm
Clean